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�Curriculum Overview
�Mathematics & Numeracy
�Resources 
�Playful Mathematical Inquiry
� Inclusive Math Routines
�Place-Based Mathematics









�What is numeracy?

�Numeracy is the ability, willingness, and 
perseverance to interpret and apply 
mathematical understanding to solve 
problems in contextualized situations, 
and to analyze and communicate these 
solutions in ways relevant to the given 
context. 



�The GNA is a Graduation requirement for 
students in the 2018 Graduation Program

�The GNA is not linked to a specific grade level 
or course but focuses on concepts from K-9/10

�Can be taken up to three times
�Marked on a four-point proficiency scale
�Proficiency mark will be recorded on transcript
�Post-secondary institutions are still determining 

how they might use the GNA for admissions
� *new as of December 2018 – first write must be 

in grade 10





1) 24 online questions of varying DOK 
(4 contexts, 6 questions for each)

2) 2 long-response questions
3) Self-reflection questions 



�BC Numeracy Network (K-12)
•bcnumeracynetwork.ca



John Van de Walle

Marian Small

Kathy Richardson

Catherine Fosnot



�Planning through Big Ideas or 
Curricular Competencies

�Mathematics – one hour a day
�Numeracy experiences throughout 

day, connected to other curricular 
areas





�Develop, demonstrate, and 
apply mathematical 
understanding through play, 
inquiry, and problem solving



�Word/Story Problems
�Problem-based learning, numeracy task
�Polya’s problem-solving process (process 

embedded in curricular competencies)

�The term "problem solving" refers to 
mathematical tasks that have the potential to 
provide intellectual challenges for 
enhancing students' mathematical 
understanding and development. (NCTM)



�Social-emotional types of play
• parallel, associative, social

�Activity-oriented types of play
• motor, constructive, dramatic

�Range of types of play
• from voluntary and intrinsically motivated to 

structured or rule-based play like sports and 
games



�Box Cars and One-Eyed Jacks
�Marilyn Burns (About Teaching 

Mathematics K-8, Do the Math Kits)
�Family Math by Stenmark & Thompson
�Van deWalle teacher resource books
�poweroften.ca
�mathforlove.com







�playing with materials
�playing with language
�playing with ideas



Starting Point 
or 

Provocation

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems

Investigating 

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting



�Direct Prompt 

�Implied Prompt                            
through Modeling

�Open Exploration



�Rich open tasks

�Invitations

�Provocations



�responsive
�provokes thinking
�connects to a big idea, 
concept or theme

�is ongoing, lingering, extends



�photograph
�quote
�question
�place
�materials
�word

�video clip
�piece of art
�tool
�book



Where does math live at the beach?





� What stories live within…?
� What do you notice? What do you wonder?
� What is the relationship between….?
� What are the connections between…?
� What happens when…?
� How many different…?
� How do these materials help you think about…?
� Where do we see…in the world?



How do different materials help you 
think about fractions?

Grades 4&5 at Homma



“Number represents and describes quantity.”

�Grade 4
• Fractions and decimals are types of numbers that can 

represent quantities.

�Grade 5
• Numbers describe quantities that can be 

represented by equivalent fractions.





wodb.ca





fractiontalks.com





�Connecting the dots through big ideas…
•individual, small group, whole class
•weaving together competencies and 
content

•instructional routines
•practice
•provocations and projects

�What might a plan for a week 
look like?



�What is a fraction?
�What makes a fraction a 
fraction?

www.netflix.com/watch/80204777



“Number represents and 
describes quantity.”

�Grade 4
•Fractions and decimals are types of 

numbers that can represent quantities.

�Grade 5
•Numbers describe quantities that can be 

represented by equivalent fractions.



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Read The 
Lion’s Share, 
stop and 
predict, give 
each child a 
piece of 
origami paper 
to use while 
reading

Students 
choose their 
own context to 
create their 
own fraction-
based story or 
problem pose

Math Routine:
Fraction Talk

Math 
Workshop:
Fraction talk 
image
Fraction circles 
and bars and 
symbolic 
notation
Fraction 
puzzles
Guided math 
group –
represent ¼ in 
different ways

Investigating 
with materials

How are 
fractions and 
decimals 
related?
What materials 
help you think 
about 
fractions? How 
will you show 
what you 
know? What 
questions do 
you still have?

Math Routine:
Clothesline -
fractions

Math 
Workshop:
Same as 
Tuesday, add 
Equivalent 
Fractions App 
Guided math 
group –
comparing and 
ordering 
fractions, intro 
to equivalent 
fractions for 
some

Math Routine:
Clothesline–
fractions and 
decimals (add 
some 
equivalents)

Investigating 
with materials, 
fraction puzzles 
and games, 
and 
performance 
task for 
assessment 



Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Read 12 Ways 
to Make 11 by 
Eve Merriam, 
stop and 
predict 

Students 
choose their 
own number 
and make a 
mini-chart or 
book of ways 
to make that 
number, could 
add story or 
problem pose

Math Routine:
Splat!

Math 
Workshop:
Splat!
Make 10 or 20 
with ten frames
Adding with 
decomposing 
strategies 
Guided math 
group – choose 
a quantity, 
decompose 
into 2, 3, 4, 5+ 
parts; visualize

Investigating 
with materials

What is 
decomposing? 
What materials 
help you think 
about 
decomposing? 
What are 
different ways 
to decompose? 
How will you 
show what you 
know? What 
questions do 
you still have?

Math Routine:
Quick Images 
with ten frames

Math 
Workshop:
Same as 
Tuesday, add 
Find Sums App 
with 10, 20 o 
100 frame
Guided math 
group – mini 
number talks 
focus on 
addition 
strategies with 
decomposing

Math Routine:
Number Talk –
addition 
strategies with 
decomposing

Investigating 
with materials, 
CGI problem, 
ten frame 
games and 
performance 
task for 
assessment 



� Begin year with “what is math?” and developing 
mathematical community & discourse

� Consider: core foundational content, new concepts 
for the grade, balancing number and spatial 
concepts, connections, looping/interleaving

� Number concepts and operations need the most 
dedicated time over the year

� Consider which curricular competencies 
complement curricular content

Term One Term Two Term Three



product talk
(discussions, conversations, 
interviews)

from Rethinking Letter Grades 
by Caren Cameron & 

Kathleen Gregory

thinking about assessment





�Considerations:
•beginning with a big idea or curricular 

competency to frame student learning and 
provide a starting point for all

•choice
�materials
�questions/tasks (number range, quantity, 
problem posing)
�with who and where students will work

•use of technology
•mathematical routines 



� regular practice that 
has multiple entry 
points, open-ended 
and personalized

� helps to build a 
mathematical 
community in the 
classroom

� collaborative
� encourages 

mathematical 
discourse

� responsive
� focus on a pedagogy 

of noticing and 
listening

� focus on number 
sense

� many can be used 
across mathematical 
curricular content 
strands 

� focus on curricular 
competencies



Dot Cards
Ten Frames
Rekenrek

Shape Compositions 
(2D and 3D)



�http://wodb.ca
� Can be used across                                   

mathematical curricular topics
� Often begin with 

• What do you notice?
• How are they alike/same?
• How are they different?

http://wodb.ca/


�5-15 minute classroom routine 
� focused on thinking, learning and 

communication
�developing mental math strategies and 

computational fluency that builds from 
understanding number relationships

�teacher as facilitator
�classroom discussion and                        

justification of strategies
� intentionally chosen number                           

strings, problem sequences



� Use reasoning and logic to explore, analyze, and 
apply mathematical ideas

� Demonstrate and apply mental math strategies
� Use mathematical vocabulary and language to 

contribute to mathematical discussions
� Explain and justify mathematical ideas and 

decisions
� Communicate mathematical thinking in many ways



ntimages.weebly.com



�An interactive numberline
�Focus on number sense and relationships
�Ordering whole numbers through 

fractions through expressions including 
exponents and variables









�place-based learning
�place-conscious learning
�land-based learning
�sense of place
�learning connected to place, 
community and culture



Develop, demonstrate, and apply mathematical understanding 
through play, inquiry, and problem solving.

Connect mathematical ideas to each other and to other areas 
and personal interests.

Engage in problem-solving experiences that are connected to 
place, story, cultural practices, and perspectives relevant to 
local First Peoples communities, the local community, and other 
cultures.

Incorporate First Peoples worldviews and perspectives to make 
connections to mathematical concepts.

a selection of BC Mathematics Curricular Competencies



place as a provocation



�What do you notice?
�What do you wonder?
�What math lives here?







How might the teaching and 
learning of mathematics 

be more holistic?

How might a sense of place be 
nurtured through the teaching and 

learning of mathematics?

















� https://read.bookcreator.com/VAl7lS8GQqQclr
mGIqJ8ZnlVyZB3/WLF82K8IRWG-x8x94hAafw

https://read.bookcreator.com/VAl7lS8GQqQclrmGIqJ8ZnlVyZB3/WLF82K8IRWG-x8x94hAafw


�Connect to community 
and place

�Connect mathematics and   
Indigenous Knowledge

�Connect to students
�Connect to First Peoples    

themes and topics



� Travel and navigation
� Games
� Land, environment and resource management
� Nutrition
� Dwellings
� Seasonal cycles in relation to traditional ways of 

life
� Place and relationship to the natural world
� Balance
� Sharing and generosity

from FNESC First 
Peoples Mathematics 
resource
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Many canoes were left 
unfinished in the forest during 
the small pox era. The story is 
tragic, but it is a gift from our 
ancestors to be able to learn 
from them.. 

"

Making canoes is a skill that probably wouldn’t 
have been brought back if it wasn’t for these 
canoes out here. So our ability to learn from 
our ancestors goes well beyond just looking in 
museums and books. This is where you learn. 
When they started making canoes again they 
came out and they spent time out in the forest 
with the old canoes." 
Jaalen Edenshaw, 2009. 

56 57

To build the 24 foot canoe, 
we had to do some back 
engineering to figure out 
how to build them, starting 
from existing older canoes 
that we found in the forests 
and in the museums. There 
were only a half dozen or 
so in museums. But there 
were also some in the 
forest in different stages. 
The ones in the forest gave 
us an idea about the order 
in which the canoe must 
be built. At the time when 
we were doing the 24 foot 
canoe there was nobody 
who had built one here, 
but there were people alive 
who had seen one built."
Guujaaw, 2009. 

"

You are an apprentice canoe builder working 
with one of the village¹s master carvers. In 
order to prepare for your apprenticeship 
the master carver has asked you to help 
design a 56-foot canoe. This means you¹ll 
need to learn as much as you can about bow, 
stern, and thwarts. A thwart is a structural 
crosspiece that provides strength and stability 
to the canoe. You visit the Canoe House to 
look closely at some canoes.

How many thwarts does Loo Taas Wave 
Eater canoe have? How many does Bear 
Awakening canoe have? Must all canoes 
have a specific number of thwarts? Do the 
number and placement of thwarts for Haida 
canoes differ from those for other canoes? Is 
there a mathematical relationship between 
the number of thwarts and the length of the 
canoe?

Your master carver calls you back to task on 
the enormous, 56 foot canoe he’s been asked 
to complete. You are asked to think carefully 
about an important aspect of canoe building: 
the ratio of the overall length of the canoe, 
compared to it¹s width, along the profile of the 
boat. A sample drawing is included for your 
study where you can see how a Haida canoe 
might look and measure after steaming.

You decide to use the measurements of the 
Loo Taas to help figure out where to place the 
thwarts. There are four thwarts in Loo Taas, 
but your new canoe will be so long, it will need 
5 thwarts. Use the table describing the Haida 
Canoes to help you decide where to place 
thwarts in your commissioned canoe. Calculate 
your desired canoe’s widths, at each of the five 
thwarts, so that your boat will have stability 
and speed similar to the mighty Loo Taas.

M
athem

atical A
dventure

An unfinished canoe in the forest is a source 
of knowledge for today's carvers.



Where do you see 
mathematics?

What do you notice?
What do you wonder?



Pa#erns(in(our(Community(

photographs)taken)by)the)grades)1&2)students)
)in)division)9),)Byng)Elementary)



When%I%look%at%the%boats,%
%I%wonder%how%they%know%where%the%fish%are?%

Which%way%do%the%waves%go?%
I%wonder%how%they%catch%the%fish?%

How%fast%can%the%boat%go?%

Byng%Elementary%
Division%9%

Grades%1&2%
%

%
How%does%this%picture%

inspire%you%to%think%of%the%
story%of%this%place?%
What%stories%live%

%in%this%river?%
What%connec=ons%%
are%you%making?%



About&how&many&boats&can&you&see?&
How&heavy&is&a&tuna&fish?&

How&many&fish&are&you&allowed&to&catch?&
If&a&fish&weight&two&kilograms&and&it&cost&$6&&

and&I&bought&24&fish,&how&much&would&that&cost?&

Byng%Elementary%
Division%6%

Grades%3&4%
How&does&this&picture&
inspire&you&to&think&of&
the&story&of&this&place?&

What&stories&live&&&&&&&&&
in&this&river?&

What&connecCons&are&
you&making?&

%



How$many$people$visit$$
the$dock$every$year?$
How$many$fish$are$$
caught$every$year?$

How$many$boats$come$$
in$each$day?$

How$many$boats$came$
here$a$long$:me$ago?$
How$many$trees$were$$

used$to$make$the$docks?$

Byng%Elementary%
Division%3%

Grades%5&6%
How$does$this$picture$inspire$you$to$

think$of$the$story$of$this$place?$
What$stories$live$in$this$river?$

What$connec:ons$are$you$making?$
%



Where does mathematics 
live in this place?

What mathematical story 
does this place tell?



�Homma, grade 6





�Go outside –
•What do you notice? 
•What do you wonder? 
•Where do you see _____ ? 

�Use visual images 
•photographs, art, maps

�Use authentic natural materials





Grades 3&4
Grauer
Elementary







� Grades 3&4
� Develop, demonstrate and apply mathematical 

understanding through play, inquiry and problem-solving
� Engage in problem-solving experiences that are connected 

to place, story, cultural practices, and perspectives that are 
relevant to local First Peoples communities, the local 
community and other cultures

� Grade 4
• line symmetry

Can you identify line symmetry in Susan Point’s art?
Can you create a design inspired by Susan Point that has 
line symmetry?





�playing with ideas of design, shape, 
pattern & spatial sense



� Mathematical content and competencies 
embedded in the process of weaving include 
estimation, visualization, problem-solving, making 
connections, communicating, counting, odd and 
even numbers, adding, multiplying, pattern, 
composing and decomposing shapes, 
transformations, symmetry, fractions, percentages, 
area, perimeter and linear measurement. 





� jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca
�on Twitter @jnovakowski38
�Reggio-Inspired Mathematics blog
http://janicenovkam.typepad.com/reggioinspired_mathematic/
�district blog:
http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience
�BC Numeracy Network – balanced numeracy
�bcnumeracynetwork.ca

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience

